Abstract—This paper describes two computer aided design (CAD) tools for automatic synthesis of fuzzy logic-based inference systems. The tools share a common architecture for efficient hardware implementation of fuzzy modules, but are based on two different design strategies. One of them is focused on the generation of standard VHDL code, which can be later implemented on a reconfigurable device (FPGA) or as an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC). The other one uses the Matlab/Simulink environment and tools for development of digital signal processing (DSP) systems on Xilinx’s FPGAs. Both tools are included in the last version of Xfuzzy, a specific environment for designing complex fuzzy systems, and they provide interfaces to commercial VHDL synthesis and verification tools, as well as to conventional FPGA development environments. As demonstrated by the included design example, the proposed development strategies speed up the stages of description, synthesis, and functional verification of embedded fuzzy inference systems.

Index Terms—CAD tools, Fuzzy inference systems, FPGAs, Hardware implementation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fuzzy logic provides an adequate tool to deal with the uncertainty and imprecision typical of the reasoning system used by the human brain [1]. In particular, the capability of fuzzy systems to capture the knowledge of human experts and translate it into robust control strategies by means of IF-THEN rules similar to those employed in natural language (without the need of mathematical models) has motivated a considerable increase in the number of control applications using techniques based on fuzzy inference in the last years [2]-[4]. Many different approaches for hardware implementation of fuzzy systems by means of ASICs or FPGAs have been also proposed in the literature [5]-[7].

The recent improvements in FPGA technologies has led to important advances in programmable logic devices, which allow the implementation of a complete system on a programmable chip (SoPC) [8]-[10]. In addition to the classical VHDL-based design flow [11]-[13], FPGA manufactures have recently developed different design tools, such as System Generator from Xilinx (XSG) [14], to ease the implementation of digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms on FPGAs [15]-[17]. Hardware implementation of fuzzy inference systems is currently demanded by different applications of industrial control, robotics or consumer electronics [18]-[25]. However, regarding the application of computational intelligence paradigms, to benefit from these technological advances, it is necessary the development of powerful CAD tools that allow automating the different design stages of a fuzzy inference system and translating its high-level description into an efficient hardware implementation. The use of adequate CAD tools reduces the development cycle of new products and makes them more competitive in market terms.

The huge success of fuzzy logic in the last decade of the past century caused the development of many tools dedicated to the design of fuzzy inference systems. Most of these tools were focused on the acquisition of knowledge, i.e., the creation of fuzzy systems from a data set, the tuning of system parameters using learning algorithms, and the comparison of different fuzzy operators and inference approaches [26]-[29]. Many of the initially available commercial software (such as TIL Shell from Togai InfraLogic, FIDE from Aptronix, and FuzzyTECH from Inform) allowed generating optimized code for the different families of microcontrollers existing in that epoch. Different proposals for automatic synthesis of fuzzy systems using specific hardware based on analog and digital design techniques were also presented in those years [30]-[33]. Digital approaches were usually based on the generation of general-purpose or specific VHDL code. More recently, a great number of different proposals use the facilities included in the Matlab/Simulink environment for the design and hardware implementation of fuzzy systems on reconfigurable devices [34]-[38].

An interesting CAD tool that offers facilities for the whole development cycle of a fuzzy system is the Xfuzzy environment [39]. Two hardware synthesis tools currently integrated into Xfuzzy are described in the paper. One of them employs a revised strategy based on VHDL, which generates code that can be synthesized and implemented on ASICs or
FPGAs. The other one provides FPGA implementations based on XSG. It takes the advantages of flexibility and ease of configuration offered by Matlab.

The structure of the paper is the following. Both design strategies are based on an efficient hardware architecture for fuzzy systems, which is described in Section II. The first synthesis tool, as well as the VHDL cell library supporting it, is detailed in Section III. The second tool and its associated cell library developed in Simulink are presented in Section IV. Section V illustrates a design example where a hierarchical fuzzy system has been generated from a set of numerical data by means of the identification facilities provided by Xfuzzy. The design flow and the supporting tools associated to both design strategies are detailed in this section. Finally, Section VI summarizes the main conclusions of this work.

II. ACTIVE-RULE BASED ARCHITECTURE FOR FUZZY SYSTEMS

From an implementation point of view, a fuzzy system is composed by three stages: fuzzification, inference, and defuzzification. The fuzzification stage is in charge of accepting the inputs to the inference system and evaluating the similarity degree between these inputs and the membership functions associated to the linguistic labels used in the rule antecedents. The inference engine evaluates the different rules in the knowledge base. The activation degree of each rule is calculated from the activation degree of its antecedents and according to the interpretation of the different connectives in use. Finally, the conclusions of the different rules are combined and the defuzzification stage is used to provide the output of the inference system. The implementation scheme followed by both automatic synthesis tools is based on the architecture shown in Fig. 1. This architecture allows efficient implementations of digital fuzzy systems in terms of use of resources and inference speed. Its main characteristics are the limitation of the overlapping degree of input membership functions, a processing strategy that evaluates only the active rules, and the use of simplified defuzzification methods [5], [22].

The block diagram of this architecture illustrates the three stages needed for the calculation of fuzzy inference based on Mamdani’s model. In the fuzzification stage, the membership functions circuits (MFC) provide as many pairs “label, activation degree” (Lᵢ, μᵢ) for each input value as overlapping degree has been fixed for the system. The different combinations of these labels will determine the possible rules that are activated. In the following stage, the inference process is carried out by sequentially processing the active rules by means of an active-rule selection circuit composed by a counter-controlled multiplexer array. In each clock cycle, the membership degrees (μᵢ) from rule antecedents are combined within the connective-antecedent operator circuit to calculate the activation degree of the rule (hᵢ), while the antecedent labels address the rule memory location containing the parameters that define its corresponding consequent. The number and meaning of these parameters depend on the defuzzification method that is being employed [5] (cᵢ, wᵢ, for Mamdani’s systems, and aᵢ, bᵢ, cᵢ, for Takagi-Sugeno’s systems). In the defuzzification stage, a crisp output value is obtained by processing the rule consequents with its different activation degrees, according to the selected defuzzification method. This stage is carried out in two processes, one that is in charge of the accumulation tasks and another that performs the division (if required), according to (1) for Mamdani’s or (2) for first-order Takagi-Sugeno’s systems. For Fuzzy Mean (where wᵢ = 1) and Takagi-Sugeno methods, the division operation can be avoided when ∑hᵢ = 1 (this condition is always fulfilled for 2-input inference systems using triangular membership functions with an overlapping degree equal to two and the product operator as antecedent connective).

\[
\bar{y}_M = \frac{\sum h_i c_i w_i}{\sum h_i w_i} \quad (1)
\]

\[
\bar{y}_{TSR} = \frac{\sum h_i (a_i x_1 + b_i x_2 + c_i)}{\sum h_i} \quad (2)
\]

A control block in charge of controlling the operation of the rest of blocks has been also included in the diagram.

Regarding timing considerations, a different pipeline stage may be introduced for each of the three stages in the architecture shown in Fig. 1. The minimum number of clock cycles required to perform the tasks associated with these pipeline stages will be the greatest of: the maximum number of membership functions, the number of active rules, and the number of bits of the output. As an exception, systems that use specific defuzzification methods where the division process can be avoided require fewer pipeline cycles, since they only perform the accumulation process in the last stage. In this case, the number of clock cycles required for the system operation will only be the greatest of the maximum number of membership functions and the number of active rules.

This architecture is characterized by being highly configurable due to the availability of different circuit realizations for the blocks in Fig. 1 [22]. MFCs can be implemented using either memory- or arithmetic-based approaches. Memory-based MFCs employ memory blocks to store the labels and membership degrees corresponding to each point of the input universe of discourse, thus allowing the use of fuzzy sets with unrestricted shapes. Alternatively, arithmetic-based MFCs employ arithmetic circuits to generate families of membership functions with triangular shapes (except the first and the last functions which can be of type "Z" and "S", respectively). An antecedent memory block for
each input stores, in this case, the values of “point, slope” \((a_n, p_n)\) defining their associated membership functions. Using these values, the membership degree corresponding to a given input is calculated by an arithmetic block that performs the following operation when \(input > a_n\):

\[
\mu_n = (input - a_n) \cdot p_n
\]  

(3)

The designer can also choose between two options (product or minimum) for the connective used in the knowledge base of the inference system. Finally, depending on the kind of fuzzy module being implemented, different defuzzifier blocks can be selected: FuzzyMean, WeightedFuzzyMean, or first-order Takagi-Sugeno, for interpolators; and MaxLabel, for decision-making systems.

Regarding arithmetic considerations, fixed-point arithmetic is used by both design strategies. Input and output signals are normalized in the interval [0, 1]. The user can select the word-lengths of input and output signals, membership degrees, slopes, and defuzzification weight factors \((w_i)\) using the graphical interfaces described in the following sections. The position of the binary point of slope values is automatically calculated in order to achieve the higher precision possible for the selected word-lengths. Results of internal operations are truncated according to the number of bits used by the output signals. Finally, when division is required, a serial non-restoring algorithm that only requires addition, subtraction and shifts operators is performed.

III. HARDWARE SYNTHESIS WITH XFVHDL

In order to automate the design process with the proposed architecture, the VHDL-based technique has required the generation of a library of configurable and synthesizable blocks described in VHDL language. The blocks of this library implement the components of the architecture discussed in the previous section. Different blocks have been designed for the generation of membership functions, the sequential processing of active rules, the calculation of the rule activation degree, the storage of consequents for the rulebases, the development of tasks of accumulation and division for different defuzzification methods, and the generation of control signals. The library also contains a set of crisp blocks that implement general purpose arithmetic, such as addition, subtraction, multiplication or division functions, and logic operations, as a selector.

Building a fuzzy system with this library implies choosing and interconnecting the adequate elements, as well as assigning values to their parameters. VHDL descriptions of library components are parameterized by "generic" VHDL statements (generic parameters that are fixed when the component is placed), which facilitates the design process automation. VHDL descriptions of these blocks verify the restrictions imposed by the main synthesis tools, so they can be used as input to ASIC and FPGA design environments in order to allow rapid development of prototypes built to validate new ideas or evaluate possible solutions.

In order to speed up the design process based in this strategy, a new version of the xfvhdl synthesis tool has been recently incorporated into the Xfuzzy environment. This tool allows translating the high-level description of a fuzzy system written in XFL3 (the specification language shared by all the tools in Xfuzzy) into a VHDL description that can be synthesized and implemented on a programmable device or an application specific integrated circuit. The Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the new version of xfvhdl is shown in Fig. 2. The middle left area represents the knowledge base, structured as a pull-down menu with components grouped

![Fig. 2. Graphical User Interface of xfvhdl](image-url)
under the categories “RuleBases” and “CrispBlocks”. When a particular rulebase is selected, the middle right area allows defining parameters related to the dimension of the system. This area also shows information about membership functions and fuzzy rules extracted from the XFL3 specification. The user can select the implementation option for the antecedents: arithmetic- or memory-based. FPGA development tools usually allow selecting the type of memory used in the implementation stage. For this reason, the user can also choose the kind of memory (RAM, ROM or logical block) that will be used in MFC and rule memory blocks.

When all the architectural options have been selected and the parameters related to the bus sizes have been defined, the fuzzy system components are identified by green marks closed to them. Then it is possible to generate the output files by pressing the button “Generate VHDL code”. Basically, this action generates a VHDL description of the fuzzy system and a testbench, also described in VHDL, that allows verifying the functionality of the system. The VHDL file is based on the interconnection of the library blocks that have been described in the previous section. At the beginning of this file a package of constants is introduced. These constants are automatically calculated from the values extracted from the knowledge base and the parameters related to the bus sizes that are introduced by the user. When the interconnection of library blocks is performed, the generic parameters of each block are connected to the constants defined in the package. This file also contains tables of values with information about antecedents, rules, and consequents. Library blocks used for the defuzzification method and the antecedents’ connective are extracted directly from the XFL3 specification. However, other library components, as well as the VHDL description style included in the code, depend on the architectural options that the user has selected. Specifically, if the memory type chosen for the antecedents and rules memories is logical block, the description generated for both memories is performed by means of a CASE statement and, in the case of FPGA implementation, CLBs of the programmable device are configured as logic blocks. When the selected option is ROM memory, if the user selects the corresponding option, the synthesis tool can extract the ROM memory to implement these descriptions. Finally, if the selected option is RAM memory, CLBs of the programmable device are configured as distributed RAM memory or embedded RAM memory blocks (BRAMs) can also be used for the implementation of antecedents and rules memories without consuming additional resources of the FPGA. If the system is hierarchical, a VHDL description and a testbench file are generated for each rulebase, which allows checking the control surface obtained for each one of them (as those shown in Fig. 6 of Section V).

A structural VHDL description of the hierarchical system is also obtained, with a testbench that allows verifying the corresponding input-output behavior. All the testbench files include the instantiation of the fuzzy system, a process that provides a periodical clock signal, and another process to generate the initial reset signal and a sweep of the input signals used in the simulation of the system.

IV. HARDWARE SYNTHESIS WITH XFSG

The second design technique included in Xfuzzy is based on XSG. The Xilinx’s tool for the development of DSP systems on FPGAs is integrated into the Matlab environment. It includes a Simulink library (Xilinx Blockset) that provides basic building blocks for digital systems design, as well as the software required to translate Simulink models using these blocks to HDL descriptions that can be implemented on FPGAs. Using this design tool, a new library named XfuzzyLib has been generated to accelerate the synthesis of fuzzy systems designed with Xfuzzy. This library includes different blocks to implement each of the stages of the active-rule based architecture for fuzzy inference systems described in Section II. Fig. 3a shows the Simulink library browser utility illustrating the fuzzy components grouped by functionalities.

With the help of XfuzzyLib, building a fuzzy inference
system requires choosing, interconnecting, and defining the parameters of the needed blocks. Modules in Xilinx Blockset library admit a set of parameters to define their functionality, the size, and the employed arithmetic. Similarly, once the block diagram of a new component in XfuzzyLib library has been defined, that element can be encapsulated as a subsystem and a mask can be added to identify its parameters. When the subsystem is instanced in a hierarchical level, parameters can be assigned using numerical values or by means of Matlab variables. Numerical values of these variables can be later defined using the Matlab command window or an “.m” file. System functionality can be verified at any design stage using the facilities from Simulink to generate excitation signals and to capture and display output data.

In addition to the basic building blocks, XfuzzyLib also includes elements describing basic fuzzy logic controllers (FLCs) that differ in the number of inputs, the connective used to calculate rule activation degrees, and the defuzzification method. Current version of XfuzzyLib incorporates 1-, 2-, and 3-input FLCs using minimum and product as connectives and FuzzyMean, WeightedFuzzyMean, first-order Takagi-Sugeno, and MaxLabel defuzzification methods. When a user needs to develop a fuzzy system tailored to a specific application, these FLCs can be employed or a new architecture can be created by interconnecting basic building blocks. Also it is possible the hierarchical combination of FLCs to define complex fuzzy systems. The block diagram of a 2-input FLC that uses product as connective and first-order Takagi-Sugeno as defuzzification method is shown in Fig. 3b.

Just like basic building blocks from XfuzzyLib, blocks describing FLC architectures are fully parametrizable, making it possible to adapt its functionality according to the requirement of a particular application by defining the appropriated parameters. Basically there are two types of parameters: those related to the dimension of the inference system, such as the bus size for inputs, outputs and membership degrees, and other related to the knowledge base of the system, such as the membership functions and the rulebase. In order to facilitate its use to the designer, these parameters correspond to variables and data structures, which can take numeric values using the Simulink graphical interface or an “.m” file. At this design level it is also possible to use the facilities from Matlab environment to verify the functionality of the inference system. Specifically, it results interesting the use of signal sources to explore the universe of discourse of input variables, data acquisition blocks that allow observing the temporal evolution of the system output, and data storage elements that facilitate the graphical representation of control surfaces.

The xfg tool, recently incorporated into Xfuzzy, is able to generate the files required to automate this design flow. The Graphical User Interface of this tool is similar to the interface provided by xvhdl shown in Fig. 2. Once all the components have been configured, xfg generates an “.mdl” file containing a Simulink model of the fuzzy system, and an “.m” file with the parameters that define the size and functionality of its components. The generated model includes a “System Generator” block that eases the system implementation by translating the model to different kinds of netlists and generating the bitstream file for the FPGA. XSG is also able to include the appropriated interfaces to co-simulate the hardware implementation of the controller in combination with a mathematical model of the plant under control.

V. APPLICATION EXAMPLE

The above described synthesis tools have been applied to the implementation of a fuzzy system that solves the problem of double integrator, which represents a typical problem in control engineering [40]. The design methodology shown in this section combines the use of specific tools for development of fuzzy systems from the Xfuzzy environment, VHDL synthesis tools, and modeling and simulation tools from Matlab and ModelSim. The development of the fuzzy control system with the synthesis tools provided by Xfuzzy will be carried out at the different stages illustrated in Fig. 4. The first stage of the design flow of a fuzzy controller is carried out using the tools included in the Xfuzzy design environment [41]. A fuzzy inference module is described in Xfuzzy by means of a XFL3 specification, which combines fuzzy rulebases and crisp blocks (to perform inference tasks and to implement arithmetic and logic blocks, respectively). Knowledge rulebases can be directly defined by an expert operator (xfedit) or they can be extracted from numerical data using identification algorithms (xfdm). For a better performance, the membership functions as well as the rulebases can be simplified (xfsp). System parameters can be then adjusted by supervised learning tools (xfsf). Functional verification is carried out by two tools included in Xfuzzy (xplot and xfsim). The first one allows analyzing the input-output relation of the system. The second one allows simulating its closed-loop behavior in combination with a Java-coded model of the plant. Fig. 5a shows graphically the description of the controller in Xfuzzy. This fuzzy system has been generated by using the identification tool xfdm with the help of a set of numerical data. The system uses two rulebases and a crisp block that performs the arithmetic operation of subtraction. Once validated the XFL3 specification with xplot and xfsim (Fig. 6a and 7c, respectively), the synthesis tools presented in this paper are able to generate the files required to start the second design stage.

In this second stage, xvhdl describes the system by a VHDL code that combines different blocks of the VHDL library. The testbench file provided by this synthesis tool allows performing a functional verification of the VHDL description with the ModelSim simulation environment (Fig. 6b). On the other hand, the equivalent system description as a Simulink model provided by xfg is shown in Fig. 5b. The system functionality can be verified at this design phase using the simulation and graphical facilities provided by Simulink and Matlab (Fig. 6c). The similarity between the control surfaces provided by both synthesis tools compared with the graph obtained with the Xfuzzy environment (Fig. 6) validates the hardware implementation provided by both design techniques.

As shown in Fig. 4, the design flows for both techniques are different. However, both flows can converge because Simulink allows developing a model where the VHDL code
generated by xfvhdl can be included in a Black Box block provided by the Xilinx Blockset library, which allows performing an HDL co-simulation where System Generator connects to the ModelSim or ISIM simulators.

Finally, Simulink also allows carrying out a closed-loop functional verification of any of the implementations described above, combining the co-simulation of a software model of the plant described in Matlab and the hardware controller implementation on an FPGA.

The hardware implementation of this controller using arithmetic techniques for antecedents and ROM memory of distributed type (with twelve bits for input and output precision in all the rules bases) consumes 185 Slices with xfvhdl and 259 with xfsg (approximately 3% and 4%, respectively, of the Slice resources available in a Spartan 3A FPGA from Xilinx). The controller also employs, for both techniques, 4 of the 20 hardware multipliers available in the FPGA. As it has been described above, different options can be selected for the antecedents and type of memory used in the implementation of the controller. As an example, Tables I and II contain FPGA resource utilization using xfvhdl with different implementation options. Table I shows the results after
implementing the controller with the option of memory storage for antecedents and ROM memory of block type. Table II includes the results obtained using the arithmetic option for antecedents and logic block as type of implementation memory. Both tables detail implementation data relative to the two rulebases and the crisp block of the controller. Implementation results of the VHDL library blocks used in the synthesis of each rulebase are also shown.

Controllers for the double integrator problem implemented with both synthesis tools are able to operate with the 50 MHz clock available at the FPGA development board, which means a control cycle of 120 ns for the controllers considered in this work. Using hardware co-simulation it is possible to evaluate the behavior of the fuzzy controller in a real scenario. As demonstrates the closed-loop simulation shown in Fig. 7, the performance of a 12-bit controller implemented on the FPGA

![Fig. 5. a) Xfuzzy graphical representation of the double integrator. b) Simulink model of double integrator generated by xfg](image)

![Fig. 6. Control surfaces generated by: a) Xfuzzy. b) ModelSim. c) Matlab/Simulink](image)

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Slices</th>
<th>BRAM</th>
<th>MULT8X18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Double Integrator</td>
<td>8/95</td>
<td>0/14</td>
<td>0/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>++First rulebase</td>
<td>0/40</td>
<td>0/7</td>
<td>0/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>++Control</td>
<td>7/7</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>++Antecedent mem.</td>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>7/7</td>
<td>0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>++Rule memory</td>
<td>5/5</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>++Rule selector</td>
<td>8/8</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>++Defuzzifier</td>
<td>18/18</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>1/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Crisp block</td>
<td>14/14</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Second rulebase</td>
<td>0/33</td>
<td>0/7</td>
<td>0/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>++Control</td>
<td>7/7</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>++Antecedent mem.</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>7/7</td>
<td>0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>++Rule selector</td>
<td>7/7</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>++Defuzzifier</td>
<td>18/18</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>1/1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Slices</th>
<th>BRAM</th>
<th>MULT8X18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Double Integrator</td>
<td>8/193</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>++First rulebase</td>
<td>0/95</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>++Control</td>
<td>7/7</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>++Arithmetic</td>
<td>47/47</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>1/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>++Antecedent mem.</td>
<td>10/10</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>++Rule memory</td>
<td>5/5</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>++Rule selector</td>
<td>8/8</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>++Defuzzifier</td>
<td>18/18</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>1/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Crisp block</td>
<td>14/14</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Second rulebase</td>
<td>0/76</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>++Control</td>
<td>7/7</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>++Arithmetic</td>
<td>41/41</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>1/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>++Antecedent mem.</td>
<td>3/3</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>++Rule selector</td>
<td>7/7</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>++Defuzzifier</td>
<td>18/18</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>1/1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Two design strategies for the automatic synthesis of fuzzy inference systems have been presented in this paper. They demonstrate that the availability of a design flow, supported by the use of parameterized cell libraries and CAD tools, considerably speeds up the hardware implementation of fuzzy systems, facilitating the exploration of the design space for a given application. One of the described tools is focused to hardware implementations of fuzzy systems on Xilinx’s FPGAs, while the other one provides synthesizable VHDL code for ASICs and FPGAs. Compared to previous releases of hardware synthesis tools included in Xfuzzy [41] [42], the tools described in this paper provide an improved functionality of most of the components included in the VHDL and Simulink libraries, such as the generation of families of membership functions of type “sh triangular” (where the first and last functions are Z- and S-shaped, respectively), as well as new operators that implement arithmetic and logical crisp functions, and a new defuzzification block for first-order Takagi-Sugeno’s systems. Both design libraries have been also revised in order to increase their operational speed and reduce the resource consumption. Additionally, improved graphical interfaces that consider the new features of the tools have been completely integrated into the Xfuzzy environment. Finally, the most important advantage of the new release is the possibility of direct implementation of hierarchical fuzzy systems. As demonstrated by their application to an FPGA design example, the choice between the two design strategies proposed in this paper allows obtaining an adequate tradeoff between “high system performance” (usually reached by the VHDL based option) and “short design time” (provided by the XSG approach).

VI. CONCLUSIONS
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